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Introductory Note

The general phrase used by the Arabs to identify the irregular

armed forces conducting the war against Israel on behalf of the

Palestinian Arabs is "the Palestine resistance movement," although

these forces are also referred to in many other terms -- as

guerrillas, liberation or freedom fighters, terrorists, commandos,

gangsters, fedayeen, irregulars, soldiers, the Palestine Army, etc.

Names of specific organizations are often loosely used when all of

the guerrillas are meant: e.g., al-Fatah, or the Palestine

Liberation Army. The term "fedayeen" was at first applied to the

raiding bands of Palestinians who crossed from the Gaza Strip into

Israel, but has come to mean any of the guerrillas; it translates as

"those who sacrifice themselves" or "the men of sacrifice." In this

paper, the designations "fedayeen," "guerrillas," and "resistance"

are used interchangeably. The term "commando," often used by the

news media, is not used here in order to avoid confusion with
i , + /

Israeli or Egyptian .army commando units.
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I. Background

Until the Arab conquests of the 7th century A.D., warfare in the

Middle East between nations or empires was largely conventional; that

is, massed armies meeting on a field of battle with the victor

claiming suzerainty over the territory of the vanquished. But there

was another style of warfare in the Middle East prevalent among the

nomads and in the areas away from the population centers: that

of the traditional mounted raiding party using what would be

described today as "hit-and-run" tactics, almost as much interested in

the gestures of conflict as in the defeat or annihilation of the

enemy -- in short, an early form of guerrilla warfare. This traditional

Arab raiding tactic was used by the converts to Islam when they

conquered the Middle East, North Africa, parts of South Asia, and

probed into Europe in the 7th and 8th centuries. There had also been

in the middle East area a great deal of military innovation and

adaptation of skills, weapons, and tactics; for example, the use of

iron, the horse, the camel, and the chariot were Middle Eastern

innovations, while the elephant, armor, the catapult, and gunpowder

were borrowed from other cultures.

In the Middle East, then, there were always these paradoxes of

conventional and unconventional warfare living side by side in an

environment of innovation and adaptation. One illustration of the *

,u . qt ,ididle Eastern warfare was the campaigns of World War I,
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LRS-3

where Lawrence's Arab guerrillas were teamed with Allenby's British

armies to fight against the German-modeled Turkish armies. The

present-day wars between the Arabs and the Israelis seem to be a

reincarnation of these dual-role armies. The Israelis had guerrilla-

type units fighting in conjunction with a more conventional army in

the first Arab-Israeli war of 1948-1949, as did the Arabs. In the

campaign of 1956, the conventional Israeli Defense Forces, using

unconventional and innovative tactics, attacked the Arab guerrillas

and the Egyptian regular army. In 1967 the scene was replayed,

only on a larger scale. Now the Arabs are again trying to wage two

wars at pnce; one the guerrilla war of the fedayeen, and the other

the conventional war of the European-inspired armies of the Arab

governments. The Israelis, for their part, are again using a

conventional army ,in unconventional ways, using guerrilla-type raids

against Arab guerrilla bases while fighting at the same time a

conventional and static war against the regular Arab armies. The

fedayeen point to what they describe as a right to wage a guerrilla

war in their attempts to regain their lost territory, and to the

historical precedents of guerrilla warfare in the Middle East, as

the justification for their war against the state of Israel. Israel's

war is justified as the defense of their nation.

Prior to Israeli independence in 1948, there were three armed

units operating for the Jewish state against the Arabs and the

British. The Haganah (translated: Defense) had the sanction of the
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LRS-4

Jewish Agency, the quasi-official government of the yet-to-be-formed

Jewish state, and was primarily concerned with defending Jewish

positions and repulsing Arab attacks on 
Jewish settlements. Haganah

drew many of' its members from young immigrants and 
from Jews who had

fought with the Allies in World War II. The other two groups, the

Irgun Zvai Leumi (National Military Organization),', commonly called

the Irgun or "Itzel", and the Lohamei Herut Israel 
(Fighters for the

Freedom of Israel), commonly called the Stern Gang after its first

leader Avraham Stern, were more like guerrillas and are often

described as terrorists. Irgun and the Stern Gang operated

'independently -of the Jewish Agency - at times in opposition to it -

and sought retribution against the Arabs and 
the British. At

independence, Haganah became the Israeli 
Defense Force (IDF), while

the Irgun and the Stern Gang disbanded, -many 
of their members,

joining' 'the regular 'IDF. All three. of the military units were

important to the founding of the state of Israel; 
together they served

as the military arm of the state during its formation, and they formed

the nucleus of the army which was to defend the state, against the

regular Arab armies.

The Arab forces prior to May 14, 1948, were 
less well organized

and more haphazard in their operations; 
they often proved to be..

counterproductive, since their actions drew crippling responses 
from

the Jewish forces. The Palestinian Arabs relied on the traditional

custom whereby the Shaykh (tribal chief) or the Mukhtar (village, elder)

_ . .. _.,.......... _ . . _ ... - .... _ _ ...... . _ ._. _ . .... ... w._..... . .. ,
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LRS-5

called up the young men of the tribe or village for defense, but such

levies were ineffectual against the better organized Jewish forces.

The Palestine Higher Committee tried to organize the irregular forces,

but with only limited success. A second irregular force, the Arab

Liberation Army, composed of Palestinians and volunteers from Syria

and Egypt and largely trained and equipped in Syria, was formed by the

Arab League to counteract the Jewish forces. Until the proclamation

of Israeli Independence, the irregulars, with some assistance from

regular Arab armed forces, tried without much success to stop the

formation of the Jewish state, but it was not until May 1948 and the

entry of the regular Arab armies into the war that the Arabs were

able to offer any serious challenge to the Jews.

The IDF had the advantage of a single goal and a single purpose --

the defense of the Jewish state for which Zionists had been working

since the 1880's. They were hampered in the years prior to 1948 by the

necessity of fighting two enemies, the British Mandatory power on the

one hand and the numerically superior Arab Palestinians on the other.

A good deal of the success of the IDF must be attributed to the

extremely strong Israeli motivation and determination, and to the

high degree of organization of the Israeli forces. On the other hand,

the Arabs did not take seriously the strength of the Jewish resolve,

failed to apprciate the necessity of a well-organized effort against

the Jews, and were divided by inter-Arab disputes. After several

Israeli victories, the cavalier attitude of the Arabs changed,

but not until after the momentum had been lost to the Israelis, who

r?*
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LRS-6

proved able not only to defend their state but also to expand their

territory and inflict a humiliating defeat on the Arabs.

After a series of cease-fires and the 1949 Armistice Agreements,

the Arab states retreated from the field of battle, leaving the initiative

to the irregular raiding bands. Israeli forces were able to withstand

these incursions and to render impotent the Arab attacks. It was

not until the 1955 Egyptian decision to support organized raiders into

Israeli territory that the stalemated war increased in intensity,

though meanwhile the diplomatic, economic, and political war

continued unabated.2' These raiders, Palestinian irregulars

called "fedayeen," operated along the Egyptian-Israeli Armistice

line and from the Gaza Strip, causing a series of Israeli

retaliations culminating in the Suez Crisis of 1956 and the attack

on Egypt. For the next few years, the fedayeen operated sporadically

against Israel - primarily from Jordan and Syria,, since the Sinai

boundary was closed to them by the emplacement of the United Nations

Emergency Force.

By 1963, resistance activity began to increase. The Arab League

sponsored the formation of the Palestine Liberation Organization in

1964, and other groups began to attack Israeli targets in 1965. As the

number of Arab guerrilla incidents increased, the Israeli reactions

1/ Love, Kennett. Suez, the twice fought war. New York, McGraw-Hill,

1969: 84-86.
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increased proportionately. At the same time, the regular Arab armies

were also becoming more involved in incidents along Israel's borders.

The Israeli raid on al-Samu, Jordan, in November 1966 and the air

battle over Syria in April 1967, predictable Israeli responses to the

rising Arab activity, were major factors leading to the war of

June 1967. Since 1967, the guerrilla movement has mushroomed and the

raids into Israeli and Israeli-held territory have become a daily

occurrence.
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II. Resistance Organizations

It is the nature of guerrilla armies to remain as secretive as

possible about their operations, support, organization, and policies,

because they rely on local, non-military people for support, they

operate behind enemy lines, and the concept of the "little war" is

based on mobility and stealth. Therefore, any information about

active guerrilla armies is derived from a combination of facts,

propaganda, conjecture, and assumptions. Estimates of the total

number of guerrillas now under arms range from 15,000 to 25,000.

The following summaries of several of the principal guerrilla

organizations operating in Palestine must not be considered

authoritative or final and are subject to change at any time.

UNIFIED PALESTINE ARMED STRUGGLE COMMAND: /The Palest., Armed

Struggle Comand was formed in April 1969 to act as a military

coordinating body for all the guerrilla groups, but it has had some

difficulty since its inception in avoiding political 
differences

among several of the groups. In May 1970 the name was changed with

the addition of the "Unified," some of the dissident groups joined,

and a political program was adopted. The new Unified Command is

composed of al-Fatah, the Popular Liberation War Vanguards 
(al-Saiqa)

the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine, the Popular

Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), the Arab Liberation Front

Won,
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(Iraq), the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine General

Command, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), the Action

Organization for the Liberation of Palestine, the Palestine Popular

Struggle Front, the Popular Organization for the Liberation of Palestine,

and the Executive Committee for the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Three of these groups, al-Fatah, the PLO, and the Executive Committee,

are controlled by the same committee, ostensibly under the Chairmanship

of tasir Arafat. The Action Organization is an offshoot of al-Fatah

.,and the Popular Struggle Front is a breakaway from the PLO. Three

other, organizations, the Democratic Front, the PFLP, and the

General. Command, were at one time united under the PFLP, but split

over political ideology.

According to a communique issued in Amman on May 7, 1970, the

Unified Comand was. an, interim step before the formation of the Central

Committee. - created as planned at the Cairo conference in early June

1970 - which is now taking over the coordinating functions for all

military affairs.2The National Palestinian Council formed by the PLO

became the .coordinating body for all political affairs. The

communique also stated that it was the intention of. the Unified

Command ;to establish in Palestine (i.e., what is now Israel plus

some of the occupied territories) a unified, Palestinian state "in

which all citizens will coexist under equal rights." The Unified

As reported by Voice of al-Fatah, Cairo radio, May 7, 1970.
On June 16,:1970, a "Secretariat" of the Central Committee was

elected, composed of Yasir Arafat of al4atah, George Habash of the

PFLP, Nayif Hawatma of the Democratic front, Dafi Jumaian of al-Saiqa1
Issam Sartawai of the Action Organization, and Kamil Nasir of the

PLO. Arab World (Beirut), June 17, 1970.
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LRS-l0

Command rejected all "peaceful and surrender solutions" to the

Palestine problem and said that any Arab state which denied freedom

of movement to the Palestinian people and the guerrilla organizations

would be guilty of betrayal of the Arab nation.

NT R EEI (A-AA Th kab

initials of the organization (HTF) are the root letters of the word

"death".: when reversed (FTH), they are the root letters of the

Arabic word "conquest." FTH becomes the acronym Fatah, or al-Fatah,

the conquest., The military arm of al-Fatah is al-Asifa, or"the storm."

Al-Fatah was probably founded during the Suez Crisis of 1956 as a

paramilitary organization for the purpose of carrying 
the war to

Israel instead of allowing Israel to bring the war to the Arab

states, and of reestablishing the communications links disrupted by

the Israeli invasion of the Sinai. Other sggested dates for the

founding of al-Fatah vary from as early as 1953 up to 1965, with

the second most frequently cited date as 1958. Al-Fatah claims to

have emerged from its secret status in 1963 when representatives

approached the organizers of the PLO seeking cooperation 
in the war

against Israe1." But whenever al-Fatah was founded, it apparently

remained dormant until late 1964 or early 1965, when the first raids

into Israel were attempted. After the Arab defeat in June 1967,

Kuwait radio broadcast of a speech by Hani al-Hasan,. April 15, 1970.
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LRS-11

al-Fatah's appeal to the embarrassed and frustrated Palestinians

resulted in a surge in membership and a new respectability, since

al-Fatah could fill the gap left by the Arab armies in providing a

positive reaction to the Israeli victory and occupation.

Al-Fatah' military strategy is to avoid direct confrontation

with Israeli military forces and to strike only military targets

inside Israel and the occupied territories. Al-Fatah has condemned

the attacks against airlines and non-military Israeli installations

outside of Israel. Al-Fatah spokesman Yasir Arafat has described its

political philosophy as "progressive, anti-imperialist, and anti-

Zionist,' and its political goal as the creation of a binational state

in Palestine composed of both Arabs and Jews. Thus far, al-Fatah has

avoided being allied to any Arab state or bloc of Arab states, and

has not announced a 'political or ideological orientation..

In April 1968, Yasir Arafat, whose nom de gerre is Abu Amar,

emerged as the leading spokesman for al-Fatah, although he claims 
he

is not the leader of the organization but only one. member of a

committee that runs it.=' Arafat was born in Jerusalem in 1929, moved

to Gaza where he fought in the first Arab-sraeli war in 1948, was

educated as a civil engineer at the University of Cairo, and served

in the Egyptian Army as a 'demolitions and explosives expert after his

1/ Interview with Miss. Oriana Fallaci of L'Europeo, reprinted in the

Washinetbn Post March 29, 1970: B1-2.
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graduation from officer school in 1955. During the Suez Crisis, he

fought in the Port Said area against, the French and 
the British.

Arafat apparently left Egypt in 1957 under pressure because of his

association with the Muslim Brotherhood, an ultra-conservative Islamic

reformist group banned in the U.A.R. He worked in Kuwait as a

civil engineer from 1957 until 1965, when he returned to the "front"

with Israel. Abu Amar is popular in the Arab world but is considered

somewhat of a figurehead for .the Palestine resistance movement.

Estimates of al-Fatah's military strength range from 5000 
to

7000,. with another 5000 trainees and, according to 
some estimates,

up to. 15,000.support, administrative, and auxiliary personnel.

Generally spea1 ing, al-Fatah has the most appeal among working

class Arabs more so than might be found among other guerrilla

groups. In May 1970, Hani al-Hasan, an al-Fatah leader, said that

shortly after the battle of al-Karamah on March 21, 
1968, al-Fatah

had 3000 soldiers under arms and fully trained, but 
the number has

allegedly increased since then.i/ Weapons are primarily Soviet; some

are furnished through Syria, Iraq, and the U.A.R., and some are

purchased directly from Eastern Europea~n states. Al-Fatah, so far as

is. known, has no heavy ;weapons, such as tanks, planes, ships, or

hea-ry artillery. Training has been furnished by former Syrian,

Iraqi, Jordanian and Egyptian army officers and by experienced members

/ Kuwait radio broadcast, April 15, i970. ~w-- : + -

77r
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of the Algerian F LN. Most of al-Fatah's bases are in Jordan and

most of the attacks against Israel are launched from Jordanian

territory. The headquarters are in Amman, with other offices in

Cairo, Damascus and Beirut. A-Thawra al-Falastiniya, published in

Beirut, serves as an organ for al-Fatah, and there is a daily one-

hour broadcast of the "Voice of al-Fatah" over Radio Cairo. Al-Fatah

also sponsors an organization called "Ashbal," or tiger cubs, which

annually trains about 700 boys, 8 to 14 years df age, to be ''fture

members of al-Fatah.

POPULAR FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE: The Popular Front, or

the PFLP, is an amalgamation of the "Heroes pf the Return, " . the

"Palestine Liberation Front," and the activist group of the Arab

National Mpvement (ANM). The ANM is a pan-Arab political reformist

andsocialist ,organization, Marxist in orientation, which has been

bannedat various times by most of the Arab governments because of

st- revolutionary outlook and its espousal of Marxism. The leader

._ of the ANM, George, Habash, is the recognized leader of the PFLP.

Habash was. born in Lydda (now Lod, .in Israel) in 1925, is a Greek

Orthodox. adherent, a ,graduate of American University of Beirut, and

a licensed medical doctor.. For some 20 years, he has operated

"underground" .because of, his activities in the ANN. In 1948, he organized

the."Vengeance" group which fought as guerrillas against Israel in

the. first Arab-Israeli war. From 1949 until 1957 he practiced medicine

in Jordan; he then moved to Damascus, where he continued his medical

.
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practice until 1963. Between 1960 and 1964, he founded the Popular

Front primarily as a political organization. In July 1967, the

Popular Front merged with the Heroes and the Palestine Liberation

Front to form a military organization to act against Israeli occupation.

The PFLP believes that any Israeli installation, enterprise, or.

organization is subject to attack since every action of 
Israel or of

states and firms which deal with Israel contributes to the military

capacity of Israel and to the eventual supression of 
the Palestine

national movement. The PFLP has been involved in many of the

international incidents and attacks against Israeli overseas 
offices

and the Israeli airline, El Al. Habash has also said that before

Palestine can be liberated from the Israelis, other Arab "reactionary"

governments, such as Jordan and Lebanon, must 
also be liberated.

During the Jordanian crisis in early June 1970, the PFLP was the

primary organization in conflict with the Jordanian army, and its

training camps were the targets of Jordanian attacks. 
Despite the

threats against Jordan, and the. confrontation in June 
1970, the PFLP

continues to operate in both Jordan and Lebanon and to enjoy relative

freedom of movement in all Arab countries. 
Habash insists that the

PFLP is fighting a "class" war as well as a war of 
liberation and that

the whole Arab world must be liberated from "imperialists 
and

reactionaries." The PFEP is one of the few resistance organizations

with a definite political program and announced 
political aims -- to

create a socialist and progressive state of Palestine .along Marxist

lines.

77"
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Current estimates of PFLP strength range between 1000 
and 2000

armed members. It claims to be independent: that is, to be receiving

no direct support from any Arab government. Most of its 'training is

apparently done in Jordan and it also has 
offices in Damascus and

Beirut. It has suffered from some internal dissension, and

several groups have broken with the PFLP to form 
their own resistance

organizations.

PALESTINE LIBERATION ORGANIZATION: The PLO was formed at an Arab

summit conference in January 1964, and is sponsored by the Arab

League. At a subsequent summit meeting the same 
year, the Palestine

Liberation Army was formed to act as a military wing of the PLO.

Troops of the PLA were incorporated into units of the Egyptian, Syrian,

and Iraqi armies. The PLO and the PLA were apparently attempts by

more moderate Arab governments to appease Palestinians who were

disgruntled at the lack of progress at retrieving their homeland from

the Israelis,. and to divert more radical Arab states from launching an

attack against Israel for which the Arab states were militarily

unprepared.

The PLO was headed by Ahmad al-<Shuqayri until December 1968, when

he was replaced by Yahya Hammudi. In January 1969, at the Cairo

Conference of Palestinian organizations, a new Executive 
Committee

was elected, headed by Yasir Arafat of al-Fatah. Since then, the

PLO, while it continues to function as a separate 
organization, has

been more or less absorbed by the al-Fatah-led Palestine National

Y 
R 
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Council. The PLO continues to get some of its support from the Arab

League. This was originally intended to be about $40 million a year,

but it is doubtful if the full amount has ever been made available to

the PLO. Al-Fatah and the Palestine National Council have allegedly

been trying to claim the funds of the PLO and those due from the

Arab League, but apparently without much success.

The general policy of the PLO prior to 1969 was to follow the

lead of the Cairo-dominated Arab League. Unite of the PLA were

attached- to the, armies of Syria and Egypt and to the -Iraqi.contingent

stationed in Jordan, although Jordan had not allowed the. PLA or the

PLO to act independently within the country. The PLA was basically a

conventional army, with the aim 'of integrating the PLA units .into the

regular armies of the Arab states. Since the advent of the fedayeen,

and particularly 'since the rise of al-Fatah, there have been growing

pressures: to convert the PLA :into a guerrilla army and to integrate

it into the :other:guerrilla organizations. One step in this. direction

was the conversion af the PLA unit.attached to the Iraqi forces,

which was given a guerrilla orientation and renamed the Palestine

Liberation Force (PLF). Indications are that the FLF has since

come under the control of' the' Iraqi- army. In 1965, al-Shqayri

visited Peking, where he supposedly arranged for the supply of small

arms and the training of "thousands" of PLA members by the Chinese

and the Vietcong of South Vietnam. Arafat' 5March-April 1970 trip

to Peking and Hanoi reinforces' the possibility of an attachment .to

_r
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the Chinese Communists and the Vietcong, but how much 
of that

influence is filtering down to the guerrillas and 
the FLA is difficult

to measure.

Estimates of PLO and PLA strength are usually around 7000;

3000 are stationed along the Suez front with the Egyptian are, 3000

are attached to the Syrian forces, and the remainder are 
with the

Iraqis.

?OULARDEMOCRATIC FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE: In the

spring of 1969, a dissident group within the PFLP broke away 
to form

the Democratic Front, or as it is also known, the PDFLP. The

leader of the dissidents, Nayif Hawatma, had been a lieutenant of

. George ,Habash, and had served for a time as the head of the PFLP

when Habash was, jailed in Syria in 1968. After Habash' s release (or

escape), there were a series. of political crises within the PFLP, one

of which resulted in the defection of the Hawatma group. Politically,

4he Democratic Front is to the left of the PFLP, is avidly Marxist,

and.claims to follow the military and political philosophies 
of

North Vietnam, North Korea, Communist China, and Cuba. It was

supposedly because of Hawatma' s association 
with the Communist

.liberation movements and the adoption of their policies that he and

Habash separated.

The Democratic Front has also been heavily involved in the

Jordanian crisis of June 1970. It operates in Lebanon, Syria, and

- Jordan, and like the PFLP considers any Israeli enterprise a suitable.

,. _ .
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target for attack. Membership is relatively small -- about 600

armed guerrillas -- but its impact among the Arab people is probably

larger than its size would indicate, particularly in view of various

international incidents (auoh as the bombing of the El Al office in

Athens) which have been attributed to it. The Beirut weekly

al-Hurriva supports the Democratic Front.

GENERAL COMMAND OF THE POPULAR FRONT FOR THF LIBERATION OF PALESTINE:.

The name is sometimes reversed to read PFLP! General Command; it is

usually known as the General Command., In 1966 there was formed an

organization known as the "Heroes of the Return" which in 1967 merged

with other organizations into the PFLP. In 1968, at the same time as

the break between the PFLP and the Democratic Front, another leader

of the PFLP, former Syrian army officer Major Ahmad Jabril, left

the PFLP with many of his old members of the Heroes to form the

General Command. Apparently, Jabril was too pro-Nasser to suit the

PFLP and Habash, and the orientation of the General Command appears

to be a pro-Nasser one, although strongly leftist. General Command

strength is about 100 guerrillas. Like the FL and the Democratic

Front, the General Command is involved in international 
incidents as

well as raids into Israel and the occupied territories. 
The

General Command may also be known by another name,' the Front for

the Popular Palestine Struggle.
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ARAB LIBERATION FRONT'(ALF): In March 1969, the Iraqi Baath Party

founded the ALF to act as a coordinating body for guerrilla activity

against Israel. At first, ALF units operated in Iraq, Syria and

Jordan, but a division between the two Baath Parties in Syria and

Iraq forced the withdrawal- of the ALF from Syria. Arms, training and

support for the ALF are furnished by the Iraqi armed forces, and it

is assumed that the ALF follows the Iraqi Baath Party politically.

There are approximately 500 members.

KATAYB AL-NASR, or the CONTINGENTS OF VICTORY: The Contingents of

Victory is apparently an offshoot from al-Saiqa, the Syrian-supported

guerrilla organization (see below). The leader of the Contingents,

Tahir Dablan al- Aazuni, had been mentioned as a leader of al-Saiqa

before he founded his own group. In November 1968, members of the

Contingents supposedly led an attack on the US Embassy in Amman,

Jordan. W Jordanian security forces tried to stop the attack,

members of the Contingents were killed and captured; there followed

the kidnapping of some Jordanian police in retaliation. This in

turn led to a Jordanian raid on the Contingents', headquarters and

the seizure of arms and men involved in the attack and the

kidnappings. Apparently the Contingents of Victory is now inactive.

J/Washington Post February 22, 1970: A16.
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ARAB MOVEMENT FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE: The Arab Movement is

another offshoot from the PFLP. Ahmad Zahrur, its leader, split

with George Habash over political problems. Zahrur and the Arab

Movement have remained pro-Nasser, but otherwise apolitical: that is,

not demonstrably leftist as is the Democratic Front or the PFLP.

The Arab Movement is also known as the Arab Palestine Organization and

has less than 100 members.

ORGANIZATION FOR THE LIBERATION OF SINAI (OLS): In December 1968,

a-Ahram announced that the OLS' had emerged from hiding and was

responsible for a series of attacks against Israeli installations in

the Sinai Peninsula and along the Suez Canal. It is presumed to be

.nade up of former residents of the Sinai, the Gaza Strip, and the COal

training and weapons apparently come from the UAR government.

PARTISAN FORCES: .In March 1970, the Commuist Parties of Jordan,

Syria, Lebanon, and Iraq announced the formation of the Partisan

Forces. It is the first wholly political guerrilla group and will

teach Communism along with its military instruction. In the past,

the Arab Communist Parties, all of which are illegal and operate

clandestinely, hd opposed the guerrilla forces because of Communist

observance of the Moscow line of a, negotiated settlement. All the

other Palestine resistance groups have-rejected a negotiated settlement.

The reversal of the Communist Parties on guerrilla forces was apparently
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the result of a decision in Moscow to capitalize on the growing

sentiment among the Arab people in favor of the guerrillas and to

secure for the Partisan Forces the same freedom of movement enjoyed by

other military and political groups, something the Communists in the

Arab countries have not had heretofore. However, the Palestinian

National Council,at the June 1970 Cairo meeting,. rejected the Partisan

Forces'. request for membership. It is probable that the Partisan Forces

will operate from Iraq and Syria, two nations where the restrictions

against Communists have been loosely enforced. The Partisan Forces

are also known by another name, the Fedayeen Forces (Quwwat al-Fidayin).

PALESTINE LIBERATION FORCE: After the June 1967 war, the PLO decided

to train a guerrilla force to supplement their more 'conventional

units of the PLAT Either Palestine Liberation Forces were formed in

Jordan under Iraqi guidance o some of the 1000 members of the PLA

attached to the Iraqi forces in Jordan were converted into a guerrilla

army. However it was formed, the PLF now has about 800 men under arms

in northern Jordan, presumably under Iraqi control and oriented

politically toward the Iraqi Baath Party.~'

ACTION ORGANIZATION FOR TE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE: Headed by

Issam Sartawai, the Action Organization broke away from al-Fatah,

and is apparently aligned: with Iraq, It has about 100 members.

1/ Washington Pot February 22, 1970: A16
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POPULAR STRUGGLE FRONT: The Popular Struggle Front is led by former

PLO member Bahjat Abu Gharbiya, and is apparently a radical leftist

group which has been involved in some of the international incidents.

It claimed responsibility for the bombing of the El Al office in

Athens. It has about 100 members.

POPULAR LIBERATION CORPS: Also known as the Popular Liberation War

Vanguards, the Popular Liberation Corps is the political wing; its

more familiar military organization is al-Saiqa, or "The Thunderbolt."

Al-Saiqa is sponsored by the Syrian Baath Party and operates out of

Syria and Jordan against Israeli installations in northern Israel

and the Jordan Valley. Al-Saiqa may have been involved in the

November 1968 attack against the Jordanian government and was

involved in the Lebanese crisis of 1969 and 1970, when al-Saiqa

troops moved into southern Lebanan and clashed with the Lebanese

Army and armed members of the right-wing Phalangist Party.

Al-Saiqa has cooperated with al-Fatah in some joint raids into Israel,

but for the most part, al-Saiqa remains aloof from the attempts to

unify the guerrilla groups. The ties with the Syrian Baath Party

appear to be strong and it is generally accepted that officers and

men in al-Saiqa are drawn from regular units of the Syrian Army and

from the Syrian-based elements of the Palestine Liberation Army. Most

estimates place the number of al-Saiqa troops at about 1500.

w.: _ - ,
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III. The Palestine Resistance and the Arab World

After the 1948-1949 war, there was sporadic raiding across the

Armistice lines, carried out sometimes by disgr ntled Arabs on an

individual basis because they had lost family or property during the

war, sometimes by small, disorganized bands who 
could not accept the

Arab defeat, and sometimes by diehard members of the Arab

Liberation Army. Depending upon which source one chooses to believe,

the first attempts to organize a guerrilla army to fight 
a war of

attrition against Israel may have started as early as 1953 with

elements of the Muslim Brotherhood. The first government-sanctioned

raids appear to have been those sponsored by Egypt in 
1955. The first

guerrilla activities may have originated with 
the Muslim Brotherhood,

a conservative, puritanical, traditionalist society of reformers

banned in several Arab countries because of their 
rejection of Arab

socialism and secularization and their refusal to recognize the

legitimacy of military regimes such as that 
of Egypt. Some of the

divisions between the resistance movements and. Arab governments 
and

among the resistance groups themselves 
may reflect this basic

disagreement between the socialists and the 
traditionalists.

Joseph Churba, Fedayeen and the Middle East 
crisis, Maxwell Air

Force Base, Alabama, Air University Documentary Research Study,

May 1969, p. 17.
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The Egyptian-sponsored :fedayeen raids. of 1955 were aimed at

Israeli installations near the Gaza Strip and along the Sinai

boundary. There were two advantages accruing to Egypt from the raids:

one internal, the appeasement of domestic political and military

elements anxious for a confrontation with Israel; and the' other external,

heightened prestige in the Arab world for Egyptian leadership in the

war against Israel. The primary complaint of the Arabs against Israel

has been that the Palestinian Arabs had been denied their homes in

Palestine; so the Arab nations maintain they are at war with Israel

in order to secure justice for the Palestinians. Egypt moved to

assume the role o leader of the Arab world by taking the initiative

in the Palestinian cause. Egypt had already become the leader of

the revolutionaryy" '?forces in the Arab world after the. coup .d' etat

of 1952 and could capitalize on its new-found prestige by setting an

example for the pro-Western regimes in Iraq, Saudit Arabia, and

Jordan. Whatever advantage Egypt may have gained from guerrilla

activity was lost after the placement of the United Nations Emergency

Force along the Sinai boundary and the subsequent curtailment of the

fedayeen raids. Egypt shifted from physical to political acts 
after

the Suez Crisis.

After the Suez- Crisis - and again the.. sources differ - there was

another attempt to organize a resistance group, 
but this time without

the active or, acknowledged support of any of the Arab governments.

,/ An all-Palestinian battalion had moved into the Egyptian-administered

Gaza Strip in 1958. The unit, recruited from Gaza, had been stationed at

al-Qantara on the Suez Canal with the Egyptian army. Apparently the

Palestinian battalion later became an element of the P.L.A. (Interview

with Lieutenant-General E.L.M. Burns, Canadian Army, Ret., Washington,

D.C., June 11, 1970. General Burns served as Chief of Staff of the

United Nations Truce Supervisory Organization from 1954 to 1956, and

as Commander of the United Nations Emergency Force from 1956 to 1959.)
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These efforts were supposedly the beginning of the Palestine Liberation

Movement, or as it is better known, al-Fatah. Because of the inter-

Arab problems and rivalries in the late 1950's, the union of Syria

and Egypt to form the United Arab Republic, the Arab Federation of

Iraq and Jordan, t h nuing revolution in Iraq, tho thr Qts i

Jordanian sovereignty and the Lebanese crisis, and the open hostility

between Iraq and the UAR, the Palestine problem was delegated to

the background. It remained a vocal issue in the inter-Arab rivalry

as the various camps tried to out-promise and out-bid each other

for acceptance as the saviors and liberators of the Palestinians. There

was also the rivalry between the UAR and Saudi Arabia, both vying for

the leadership of the Arab and Muslim worlds. The Saudis were giving

some support to the Arab Higher Committee's attempts to form a guerrilla

group. There may be some connection between the Arab Higher

Committee and the funding of al-Fatah; if' so, 'it would lend support

to the theory that al-Fatah is basically conservative and

traditionalist in its early orientation.

In 1964, while the Arab World was in a dilemma over what action

to take against Israel and the diversion of' the Jordan River waters,

the Arab nations agreed to an apparent compromise solution of

sponsoring through the Arab League a Palestinian guerrilla organization

and a quasi-official government. After the 1961 dissolution of the

1/It is popularly believed that because of its early conservativism,
.a7-Fatah's relations with Damascus and Cairo remain "cool." See:
Churba, . i. p. 17.
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United Arab Republic of Egypt and Syria,2/ the inter-Arab rivalry

increased in intensity. The new government in Syria tried to use a

more aggressive stance against Israel as an issue to lend legitimacy

to its claims as a leader of the Arab World. Arab unity had

suffered one setback with the, collapse of the Syrian-Egyptian union

and was about to receive another with the completion by Israel of

the Jordan River diversion scheme, which the Arabs had said they

would go to war to prevent. There were also the problems of Saudi

promotion of the Islamic Union and the maverick regime in Iraq.

Rather than see these several forces further divide the Arab World

and allow the Syrians to foment a war with Israel for which the Arab

states, particularly Egypt, were not prepared, the Arab League met

at a summit conference in January 1964 and decided to create and

sanction the Palestine Liberation Organization. At a subsequent

conference, the Palestinian Liberation Army was formed to act as a

military wing of the political PLO.

The compromise thus affected among the rival Arab states also

called for the establishment of an Arab Higher Command under Egyptian

leadership which would coordinate military actions against the

Israelis, and would hopefully dissuade the Syrians from starting their

own war by placing them under the Command. The facade of Arab unity

was again complete, and the Palestinians were at least partially

appeased to 1ow that there was now an organization which 
had the

support of tree Arab nations and which they hoped would solve, their

]/ Egypt has retained the official designation 
"United Arab Republic"

(UAR).
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problem for them. That inter-Arab rivalries were still alive,

however, soon became clear when Jordan refused to cooperate with

the PLO and the PLA. To allow the PLO access to Jordan might mean

the subversion of the Jordanian government because such.a large

proporio4n 01 th@ ppatiQfl9f- Jran wa g T441@i h aJg14n' s

rejection of the PLO brought on new crises within the Arab Higher

Command and sharp attacks from the more "revolutionary" regimes in

the Middle East, particularly Syria. Old wounds were opened between

the Saudis and the Egyptians with the advent of the Yemen civil war,

in which the two Arab governments found themselves supporting

opposite sides. These inter-Arab problems continued until. the war

of June 1967, when most animosities were buried in favor of a, united

front against Israel.

The 1967 conflict produced the setting for the growth of

Palestinian guerrilla organizations, because it was evident

immediately after the war that the Arab nations would -not be. able

to carry the fight to Israel for some time. The feeling among many

Palestinians was that if the Arab states could do nothing, they

themselves would continue the war against Israel on their own. 
Again,

inter-Arab rivalries came into play: the. Syrians formed their own

guerrilla army, al-Saiqa; the Lebanese, trying to maintain 
their

relative neutrality in the Arab-Israeli conflict, allowed resistance

groups to tranit Lebanon so long -as their movements dii 
not embroil

the state in the war with Israel or contribute to internal political
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problems; Iraq sponsored a guerrilla unit under the guise of a

coordinating committee; Jordan vacillated between tolerating

resistance groups and banning their activities, depending on moods,

inside Jordan and conditions along the frontiers; and the UAR did

little except give lip- service to, the Falestnian caue, But the

situation quickly changed. It became apparent by mid-1968, that the

resistance: movement had caught the imagination of the Palestinian

people. Much of the, enthusiastic support for the resistance

movement stemmed from the reports, often exaggerated, issued by

several of the guerrilla -groups of their. successes against Israel,

particularly such headline-catching- acts as the ,bomb at the Western

Wall in' Jerusalem, bombs in the main bus depot ii Tel Aviv, the

Hebrew University cafeteria explosion, and the, explosions at the,.

Haifa oil refinery. International spectaculars - hijacking an El Al

plane outside of Rome and, forcing it to Algiers shooting up an

El: Al plane in Athens, and attacks, against Israeli. offices in

'Brussels, Athens, Bonn, and the Hague - added prestige. to the

resistance efforts.

Support. for the resistance began to grow among non-Palestinian

Arabs, motivated by the same: frustration found among the Palestinians

who felt that the ,Arab states were helpless and that the resistance

was doing something positive in the war against Israel. All the

Arab nations could offer, it appeared to them, were endless and

fruitless debates .at the United; Nations., the constant shuffling of
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diplomats from capital to capital, and 
tired rhetoric. Many Arabs

realized that their governments were unable 
to effect even a face-

saving settlement, let alone real retribution against 
Israel; hence

they directed their support toward the resistance, 
which seemed to

gfr at 1®u a ray Qf hopes That the Arab people would lend their

support to the resistance, rather than to their governments or to a

foreign power such as the Soviet Union, is understandable: resistance

was familiar to them, and had the markings, of a grass-roots

movement. But Arab popular support for the resistance posed a

problem amounting virtually to a dilemma for the Arab governments.

The latter could ignore the guerrillas only at the risk of losing the

loyalty of their people while they continued to bicker 
among

themselves. They could straddle the fence and pay lip service to

the resistance while continuing their own plans for rearming while negotiatir g -

again at the risk of losing control. Finally, the

governments could provide the guerrillas with safe haven and a degree

of legitimacy and give them the other support they needed 
- but in

doing so lose whatever initiative remained 
with the governments in

the conflict with'Israel.

As support for the guerrillas increased among the Arab masses,

a phenomenon described by the resistance 
as "the Palestinianization

of the Arab World," Arab leaders realized that they had to join

forces with the resistance or risk the revolution that some of the

resistance organizations were promoting. This was most evident in

2 ~ ~r
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Jordan, where tie majority of the population after the June war were

Palestinians anc where the Jordanian police and army were finding it

more and more difficult to suppress and control 
the guerrillas.

Thus, King Hussein could accommodate the resistance 
by declaring

"We are all guerrillas," giving some logistical 
support to the

fedayeen, and allowing them unhindered movement within 
the country.

In February 1970, Jordanian government authorities 
tried to

crack down on guerrilla. violations 'of the November 1968 agreement barring

arms in the towns and villages and indiscriminate firing across the

cease-fire lines. After several clashes between the Jordanian

army and some of the guerrillas, a new agreement was concluded in

February 1970 which left internal policing of the guerrilla camps

up to the fedayeen. Another round of incidents in May and early June

1970 led to a fear civil war in Jordan 
between the army and the

guerrillas. The PFLP kidnapped an American diplomat 
on June 8,1970,

following a clash at Zarqa where the 
Jordanian army captured and held

several guerrillas. The diplomat was released the next day,

supposedly in exchange for the release 
of the guerrillas. On June

10, 1970, there was an assassination attempt 
against King Hussein.

Fighting ensued in which many of the guerrilla organizations were

pitted against loyal elements of 
the Jordanian armed forces. PFLP

members seized two hotels in Amman, holding 
as hostages some 40

foreigners until King Hussein agreed 
to fire his "anti-guerrilla"

commander-in-ohief and the commander of the armored division. By

June 15, relative calm had returned to Jordan following the mediation
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of King Hussein, al-Fatah leader Yasir Arafat, and 
representatives

from the Iraqi Ministry of Defense. The conflict in Jordan was

basically between the pro-Palestinian left, led by the PFLP, and

the anti-Palestinian right, personified by Major General 
Sharif Nasir

ben Jamil, the Jordanian Army commander-in-chief, with al-Fatah 
and

the King acting as the moderates and the mediators.

When Lebanon tried to place controls on the guerrillas, the

country almost dissolved into civil war. The emotional shock from

the Beirut airport raid had great effect in Lebanon; the war had

been brought to Lebanon for the first time since 1948. 
For

Jordan and Lebanon, the fear of a guerrilla takeover was heightened

by the proximity and strength of Syria, a country already committed

to a "no negotiation" stance. There were Syrian and Iraqi troops

stationed in Jordan; both nations were actively supporting the

resistance movement. To oppose the guerrillas wold have meant civil

war or outside intervention or both. The UAR, which had presumably councile

acquiescence to fedayeen demands in Jordan,, 
played the role of

moderate peacemaker in the Lebanese crisis. Thus all the states

surrounding Israel had been "Palestinianized" and were supporting

the Palestine resistance movement.

There still remains the problem of acceptance by 
the Arab

states (excluding Syriaof a political settlement 
through the UN

Security Council resolution of November 22, 1967, 
and the resistance

movement's rejection of a political settlement. How this rather major

difference btween the guerrillas and the Arab 
governments will be

_/ Syria rejects a political solution, and has refused to agree to

the U.N. envoy Gunnar Jarring.
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settled remains to be seen. Resistance spokesmen are adamant in their

rejection of anything less than the replacement of the Israeli state

with a Palestinian Federation. Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, and the UAR

have said they would accept negotiations which would recognize 'the

existence of Israel. What appears to be accepted by most observer

as the most likely answer to the dilemma is that the Arab governments

will prevail if and when the time comes for negotiations, because the

regular armies are better equipped, stronger, better organized, and

more unified than the guerrillas.

But there is the gnawing question of how much support the

resistance can get from the Arab people: would the Arab people stand

with the governments or would they rally to the resistance movement?

A second question concerns the degree of cooperation that can be

achieved among the guerrillas: can they settle their political

differences and present a united front to the Arab states? The

recent moves toward guerrilla cooperation in the Unified Command 
and

the Palestinian National Council indicate that they may be at 
least

on the verge of the type of unity they would need to become a threat

to some of the Arab governments, particularly Jordan and Lebanon. And

it is apparent that within the three years since the June 1967 
conflict,

the resistance movement has rallied a grea$ many supporters to its

cause, both Palestinians and other Arabs. If the trends of unity

and "Palestinianization" continue at their present rates, the resistance will

pose a serious threat to several Arab governments 
in the area.
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In an effort to avoid further confrontations between the

resistanno and the governments, the more moderate of the Arab leaders

are trying to 'oordinate all military activities, foster better

political cooperation among the Arab countries, and centralize under

governmental control the supply of funds and arms for the resistance;

and they are becoming more belligerent towards Israel. The assumption

of a more aggressive posture toward Israel is probably as much a

reflection of he need to regain some of the prestige lost to the

guerrillas as it is of the emerging new strength of the Arab armies.

But as lor g as the prospects of a negotiated settlement with Israel

remain as distant as they are now, the confrontation between the

resistance and the Arab governments will also remain only a threat.

41-
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IV. Resistance Tactics and Stra-twz

There are, generally, two theories among the several rsistnce

groups as to how the war with Israel should be fought. Adherents of

one theory including the ?FLP, the Democratic Front, and 
the General

Command, contend that the irregular forces cannot rely on the

regular Arab armies and that the resistance 
movement will have to

defeat Israel on its own initiative. For their models, these

adherents look to the sucessful guerrilla armies of China, 
Algeria,

Vietnam, and Cuba. By using guerrilla tactics -- small operations

against 1 sraeli military and non-military targets -- they hope to

attract non-Jewish elements of the Israeli society, and even

some non-Zionist or disaffected Jews within 
Israel, to their cause and

to wear down Israeli morale and will to resist 
through attrition. Their

philosophy is gaining in popularity.

The second theory - which has been the more popular one but

appears to be losing adherents - is that the resistance forces are

performing a holding action against Israel, 
waiting until the regular

Arab armies are strong enough to launch 
a full-scale war, at which

time the resistance movement will be 
integrated into the Arab armies

and will formn the vanguard of the invasion force. 
For their model, these

1/ The non-Jewish elements within 
Israel are predominantly Christian

and Muslim Arabs, but there are also 
Druses, Armenians, Bahais,

Samaritans, Circassians, and a few other Europeans, Asians, 
and

Africans in Israel .
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resistance theorists look to the resistance movements in Europe 
during

World War II which opposed Nazi Germany until the full-scale Allied

invasions took place. The PLO has been the principal advocate of the

"European resistance" theory, with al-Fatah following to a limited

extent. Several factors appear to be influencing the current trend

among the resistance elements to change to the "guerrilla army"

technique rather than to follow the "European resistance" theory:

(1) the abilities of the Arab governments to wage a 
war against

Israel at present or in the predictable future are too uncertain;

(2) some of the Arab governments, primarily the UAR and Jordan,

continue to seek a negotiated peace which would recognize Israel;

(3) the resistance movement appears to be crystallizing around the

leadership of al-Fatah and the PFLP, both of which now advocate the

guerrilla war, (4) the resistance movement is becoming more involved

in political programs, especially the idea/
1of a war of liberation

which will result in a people's democratic state, as happened in

Cuba, Algeria and China.

There are other differences in tactics and execution among the

several guerrilla groups. Because the Israeli society is highly

mobilized, to the point where any activity may be 
said to contribute

to the Israeli war effort (for example, the rapid conversion of the

country' s bus system for troop transport purposes in time of war),

there are some groups which believe that every aspect 
of Israeli

society isa valid target for attack. The most prominent example

is the Israeli government air line, E2. Al. Since the planes, while
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used mainly for commercial traffic, have been used as troop

transports and have carried war material, these groups feel

justified in attacking El Al planes wherever they are able to do

no, They contend that the military nature of the planes, despite

their civilian use, makes them targets of war. Other resistance

groups, such as al-Fatah, will attack only distinctly military

targets, or at least installations that are being used for military

purposes at the time of the attack.

Atacks against Israeli facilities have expanded beyond the

environs of Palestine and into international airports and foreign

capitals. Groups such as the PFLP and the Democratic Front also

attack non-Israeli facilities which they believe are contributing

to the Israeli war effort; thus, they justify the hijacking of a'

TWA airliner' to Syria because they consider any enterprise which

deals with Israel as a valid target. After the February 1970 incidents

in Frankfurt and Zurich, the Unified Command issued a statement that

all, foreign operations against Israeli and non-Israeli planes and

facilities would be reviewed, and went on to say that such actions

were "deplored" by the Unified Command. It would appear that'

higher circles of the resistance movement will be obliged to 
question

the efficacy of attacking Israeli and non-Israeli planes on foreign

soil, and to reach a policy decision which considers 
adverse-

internationa reaction to the bombings as well as the effect they may

be having on Israel.
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Theories as to appropriate kinds and locations 
of targets

lose some of their moaning in the context 
of real event; in the

Middle East. No matter how scrupulously a resistance group 
or

army may try to avoid harming civilians, incidents occur in which

civilians are injured and killed. It is often difficult to determine

whether a person or group is engaged in military or non-military

activity - anc the problem is further compounded by the varying

definitions cf what constitutes military activity. 
For example, an

elderly man serving as a watchman was 
kidnapped by an Arab resistance

group front a northern Israeli Kibbutz. 
The Israelis claimed he was

a civilian, but the Arabs claimed that he was performing 
a

military task. Similarly, the Israelis bombed a building near the

Suez Canal which they said was being used for military 
purposes, but

the Egyptians claimed the building was 
a school and that the trucks

cited by the Israelis as proof of military 
activity were carryai g

food to the children. Quite often, these arguments over what 
is or

is not a military target get lost in 
rhetoric, claims and

counterclaims, exaggerations, and rationalizations. 
After an

incident involving a civilian, each 
side claims that the other side

attacked civilians first, and that the 
action was justifiable

retaliation.; While the lines between military and 
civilian on both

sides are blprred, the effects are evident enough in the 
number of

dead, injured, and homeless.
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There are other differences among the resistance groups over

the type and source of training and support. Arab governments train

and supply some groups, as is the case with the Syrian army and

al-Saiqa. Other resistance organizations remain detached from direct

support and rely on independent or quasi-independent sources

assistance, such as al-Fatah. Again, there is the problem of clear

definition.. Men and women who fought in the Algerian war of

independence against France are training some Arab guerrillas, but the

guerrillas do not consider this to be direct support from an Arab

government. Funds collected in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia from a

special income tax on Palestinians working in those countries are

considered to be independent of the Arab governments despite the

obvious cooperation offered by the Kuwaitis and, the Saudis who do

the collecting and send the revenue on to the resistance movement.

Ambiguity in the arrangements whereby resistance groups receive

training and support directly from individual Arab governments, and

the danger (from their standpoint) that resistance groups will become

vassals of the Arab governments, may be resolved if all the Arab

governments contribute to the Unified Command.,

The guerrillas have tried to adapt methods used by other

liberation mvements to the conditions in the Middle East, but there

have been some problems. Techniques for hiding guerrilla forces in

the heavily forested hills of South Vietnam are not applicable to

the barren hills of Palestine. Cuban guerrillas received support from

the people in the countryside, but inside Israel proper, Ihere are only
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a few areas where the Arabs could offer such assistance, and then only

with great difficulty because of the strict Israeli controls. The

* Cubans were also fighting against an oppressive regime and could get

sympathy and support from anti-government elements in the country, but

the government of Israel is not oppressive to the Jewish majority, and

in fact is extremely popular. The Algerians could count on some

active support from their fellow Algerians against the French

colonialists and also from the anti-colonialist forces in France, but

among the Jewish Israelis, anti-colonialist feelings are almost nil

and the war is not "foreign" but is the defense of a homeland. So,

while the resistance may read and try to follow Che and Mao, their

methods and principles do not always apply directly to the Palestinian

problem. The Palestine guerrillas are trying through trial and error

to devise their own strategy and tactics, uniquely adopted to their

own war against Israel.

Operations against Israel in the occupied territories are a

different matter. In the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, there is a

large Arab population which could render services to the fedayeen: e.g.,

gather intelligence, hide fugitives, transmit messages,. store weapons

and explosives, and take part in the actual operations. But it is in

the occupied territories that the Israelis have instituted the

strictest controls and the harshest punishments for collaborators

or suspected collaborators, the so-called "neighborhood punishment"

of destroying houses of suspected resistance sympathizers, imprisonment
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of convicted fedayeen, detention of suspects, and deportations to Arab

countries of suspected "trouble makers." The resistance forces are

faced with the dilemma of using the local people at the risk of

subjecting them to Israeli recriminations, or of 
avoiding them in

order to leave them free of Israeli controls. Without the assistance

and the cooperation of the Arabs in the occupied areas, the tasks

of the resistance are infinitely more difficult; -conversely, if the

resistance could have 'the cooperation of these Arabs, the war against

Israel would be made. easier.

The Arab guerrillas appear to follow two alternative approaches

when dealing with the Arabs in the occupied territories. The more

aggressive of these approaches suggests that the fedayeen need the

help of the Arab population and that the risks of 'Israeli reprisals

are part of the acceptable cost' of securing 
that aid. Some of the

guerrilla groups also evidently believe 
that the Israeli reprisals act

as a catalyst in confirming the commitment of the Arabs 
in the

occupied territories to the resistance cause. The second approach

follows the theory that the risks of imprisonment, deportation, or

"neighborhood punishment" are not worth the cost to the Arab

population, and that the' guerrillas will operate without jeopardizing

the local people. They assume that 'the Arabs in the occupation 
will

remain passive both to the fedayeen and to the 
Israelis and will

hinder neither side. One result of the sporadic application of these

two approaches has been confusion on" the part 'of the Arab population I
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in the occupied territories, who do not have a clear indication of

what their response to either the guerrillas or the Israelis should

be. The confusion works to the advantage of the Israelis, who can

capitalize on the uncertainty and fear of the Arab people in

implementing their policies. The Israelis sometimes add to the

uncertainty, perhaps unwittingly, by engaging in both welfare activity

and reprisals - one day, for example, giving a tractor to a village

or finding jobs for the young men, and the 'next day blowing up the

house of a suspected terrorist. They are furthered in this by the

fedeyeen policy of assassinating known collaborators: the result is

further confusion on the part of the Arabs in the occupied territories

as to whom they should help, if anyone.

The country of Palestine offers both advantags and disadvantages

for guerrilla warfare. Much of the land is extremely difficult to

traverse, a fact which hinders both guerrilla operations and Israeli

vigilance. But with the aid' of modern military mobility and

surveillance, particularly the helicopter and electronic listening

devices, the Israelis are able to interdict most of the fedayeen

operations. Guerrilla forces are at a disadvantage because the

country is so barren, and they have' relatively little cover for their

operations and movement. Even the weather is clear most of the time,

so that they do not have rain or clouded nights for muffling their

movement, while the Israelis use the clear weather- to facilitate

their pursuit. Israel and the docupied territories are surrounded by

Aft
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Arab countries which offer sanction to the guerrillas; .they are able

to cross boundaries, strike a target, and return to the relative

safety of a friendly Arab land. But the sanctuaries are not totally

beyond the reach of Israeli reprisals, as shown by the ,numerous

retributive raids into Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and the UAR. A

disadvantage to the Israelis is that every reprisal raid becomes an

international incident, subject to the condemnation of the United

Nations, while the guerrillas, being without national status, are

beyond the reach of the UN except for those few instances, where the

host nation may receive a UN rebuke. The Soviet Union vetoes most of

the anti-Arab resolutions.

The resistance has experimented with several methods of attack

against the Israelis. Large-size attacks of ,platoon strength are

used against. Israeli convoys and isolated outposts where there appears

to be a clear escape route, but the Israeli capacity to pursue the

guerrillas across boundaries against limited Arab 
response has made the

platoon-size raid ineffective. Smaller groups of 6 to 12 men are used

for ambush raids and attacks on outposts, but the. same problem of

"hot" pursuit still exists. Even when the guerrillas are able to

escape to an Arab country, there is little to stop 
the Israelis from

choc sing their own time and place for the reprisal. Perhaps the most

effective guerrilla operation involves 3 to 6 men (or women) 
who are

able to move rapidly and deep into Israeli-held territory 
or Israel

proper, are more easily hidden by partisan 
Arabs, and can strike a
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target and melt into the Arab population 
to wait for a chance to escape.

These small groups blow up a water pumping station 
or a power

transmitter, mine roads, and set bombs in public 
places. The small

raids are the most difficult for the Israelis to defend against

because the guerrillas are gone when 
the explosion takes place and

because the guerrillas are so easily concealed. Most of the small

bombings take place in Israeli territory 
and it appears as though the

major emphasis is the psychological 
effect rather than the destruction

of a military target, to create an atmosphere of fear within Israeli

society.

Another form of guerrilla raid is the spontaneous or target-of

opportunity attack, usually a hand grenade thrown into a passing

truck or a bomb thrown into a group of Israeli soldiers. Many of

these attacks occur in t he occupied territories, particularly the

Gaza Strip, and are directed at the occupation 
forces or as

assassination attempts; on Israeli officials 
or collaborating Arabs.

Resistance people smuggle grenades or explosives 
into a village or

refugee canp, where they are given to enthusiastic but often

untrained partisans who seize on any opportunity 
for their use. Not

all attacks of this type are haphazard; 
there may be much detailed

planning involving many people to store the explosives securely,

provide diversions, and hide 
the guerrillas after the attack.

Man of the fedayeen infiltrate into Israel or the occupied

territories, establish a permanent home, and remain for as long as
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they are able without detection, recruiting local Arabs as liaison

and training some as saboteurs. Networks of partisan forces are

difficult to detect because they have pass books, reside in the

same place, hold steady jobs, live with their families,' and act as

"normal" as other Arabs. Their operations have several effects.

They are able, either through appeals to patriotism or threat of

reprisal, to recruit active and sympathetic Arabs to the cause of the

resistance, inreasing the numbers of the Arab "fifth column" that

the Israelis have so long feared. They are able to marshal support

for passive resistance to the Israeli occupation by acting as instigators

and organizers of boycotts, strikes, demonstrations, and riots. They

can create a presence that will serve as a constant reminder to the

people of a village that the resistance is actively fighting Israel

and is always there watching for collaborators. They can use their

connections outside of the occupied territories for passing funds,

messages, and documents, between people in the occupied zones and

their families and friends outside. And they serve as intelligence

headquarters a id arsenals for the other guerrilla operations against

the Israelis.
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V. The Israeli Response to the Palestine Resistance Movement

The Israeli response to the activities of the Palestine

resistance movement has appeared to vacillate somewhat, but the

changes in Israeli policy are more attributable to flexibility in

meeting the changing and varied guerrilla programs than to absence

of a clear policy. One of the first acts of the Israeli occupation

authorities was to issue identity cards to the people under their

control, to make possible a closer surveillance of the Arab

population. Arabs living in Israeli proper (some 400,000) had long

been subjected to this "pass book" control, as had all Jewish

Israelis. But establishing the identities of the approximately

1 million new Arabs after June 1967 was difficult because of the

wholesale disruption of the Arab population in the war, the large

number of refugees, the continual movement of some of the Arabs

who. chose to go to Arab lands or who were driven out because of

Israeli security needs, and the multinational- character of the

previous administration of the Arabs in the occupied areas. Still,

the Israelis are able to keep a relatively close watch over the Arab

'population, and with the assistance. of .the excellent Israeli

intelligence network, are able to ferret out and capture a great

many of the resistance members and their sympathizers.
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If a resistance member is discovered in the act of sabotage or

ambush, or while infiltrating, the results are usually the same --

capture or death. The Israelis claim that they catch 90 percent of

the infiltrators in the act of crossing into the occupied areas or

Israel proper. The guerrillas claim that the Israeli figures are too

high, and that they are able to cross with relative ease at any 
point.

Israeli police and the Israeli Defense Force maintain a constant patrol

along all the borders and in trouble spots such as the Gaza Strip,

Nablus, Hebron or East Jerusalem, and man the electronic listening

devices along the borders with Jordan.

The Israelis also sot up road blocks where Arab traffic is

stopped, searched and the people are questioned. If anything is

amiss, the suspicious persons are detained or arrested, and if any

incriminating evidence is found, they are tried, and if convicted,

imprisoned. As would be expected with any army of occupation, the

burden of proof rests on the accused; suspicion is considered 
a valid

reason for detention and arrest. But even under the circumstances,

the Israelis have maintained more than a facade of legality in their

dealings with the Arabs: trials are held, lawyers are provided for the

accused (Arab lawyers whenever possible), and judicial formality is

maintained.

Washington Post, August 6, 1969: A18. Israeli sources report that

between June 1967, and May 1970, the Arab resist-ance: forces 
have

lost 1621 killed and 2500 captured, or nearly 
one-half of the

Israeli estimated total of 10,000 Arab guerrillas. Le 
Monde (Paris)

3 June 1970: 5.
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In the context of the Geneva Conventions, there 
have been some

suggestions that the Israelis have illegally 
deported, detained,

arrested, and tried Arabs. Community leaders such as mayors, religious

officials, former Jordanian or Egyptian officials, businessmen,

professionals, teachers, and activists 
have been deported. On

June 9, 1969, nine West Bank Arabs were deported across the 
Hussein

Bridge into Jordan for organizing demonstrations; 
on October 25, 1968,

a mayor, two physicians, and a lawyer were deported for instigating

a riot of Arab schoolgirls; and an Anglican priest 
was deported in the

summer of 1969 after several months of detention without charge 
for

alleged co nplicity in a bombing incident.'/ In each of these cases,

and any of "hundreds" of others ,A the deportations would be considered

illegal under the Geneva Conventions, but 
as a practical matter for

Israel, were considered justified because Israel relieved 
itself of

trouble makers. The Arabs claim that the Israeli policy is designed 
to

deprive the Arab communities of their leaders, a "divide-and-conquer"

technique of pacifying the Arab territories.

In the case of illegal detention, arrest and trial, 
the Arabs

claim that Israel holds many suspects without trial or charges, 
such

as the case of the Anglican priest cited above. 
There are estimates

New York Times, June 11, 1969; Washingtoti Post, October 26, 1968;

Washington Post, March 6, 1969.

Hisham Sharabi, Palestine Guerrillas: their credibility and

effectiveness, Center for Strategic and International Studies,

Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., 1970, page 15: Sharabi

says "several hundred" Arabs have been deported. 
The New York Times,

June 11, 1969 said the number was 53 as of that date. James mron

quotes a Palestinian. as saying the number 
is 115. New York Times

Magazine. May 17, 1970.

i
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6 that about one-quarter of the 3000 Arabs in Israeli prisons are being

detained without having been charged or tried Pnd that some Arabs are

being detained after having served their prison terms because it is

feared they would pose a threat to Israel if they were released

There have been repeated charges of torture and ill-treatment

of Arab prisoners held by Israeli police and army personnel. In

1968, Egyptian officials charged that 50 residents of the Gaza Strip

had been tortured to death in a Jericho jail.d On August 11, 1969,

a Committee of the Human Rights Commission of the United Nations

heard testimony relating to torture methods used by the Israelis to
6 1

get information from Arab' prisoners. Amnesty International stated

in April 1970 that there was "prima, facie" evidence to support the

charges leveled against Israel that prisoners were being tortured.

Israel has denied these and other charges concerning the torture of

prisoners and claims to have received a "clean bill" from the

International Red Cross and to have offered its cooperation to Amnes

International for a full investigation of its charges. Israel denied

the Human Rights Conmmission.access to Israeli prisons because the

Commission would not investigate the condition of Jews in Arab counties.

1/ Washington Post, February 26, 1970: A17. Sharabi, op. t., p. 15,

says the number of Arabs in Israeli jails is 17,000, one-quarter 
of

whom,or over 4000, are accused of guerrilla activity. 
The New Yo k

Times of November 2, 1969, said there were "more than 2000 convicted
Arabs" in Israeli prisons.

2/ Christian Science Monitor. February 12, 1968.
New' York Times. August 12, 1969.

J/ Washington Post, April 2, 1970: Amnesty International, Report on the.

treatment of certain prisoners under interrogation 'in Israel,

April 1970.
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But, even if some of the torture charges are true, the general policy

of the Israelis toward its prisoners appears to have been fairly

lenient, and these have been no executions of persons convicted of

capital offenses even though the Israeli laws allow them.

Another Israeli policy which has drawn strong criticism from

the Arabs .and other quarters is the destruction of homes of known or

suspected guerrillas, partisans, or sympathizers. If the Israelis

capture a person who is, or is suspected of being, a guerrilla, or

find explosives, weapons, or incriminating documents in his house, they

destroy the house. If there is an incident - for example, a grenade

thrown at a passing truck - the Israelis destroy the houses in the

immediate vicinity on the assumption that the guerrilla could have

hidden in one of the homes or that the people who lived there could

have warned the Israelis of the impending attack. There have also

been instances where the Israelis have destroyed whole villages because

of an incident in the village, as happened to the West Bank village of

Halhul near Hebron, scene of a fatal attack on an Israeli officer.

While this so-called "neighborhood punishment" is harsh,

particularly for innocent Arabs who may live near the scene of an

attack or whose friends or relatives may be involved with the fedayeen,

21 For example, Abd al-Rahmin Amin Jaber, the confessed saboteur in the

Tel Aviv bus. depot explosion which killed one and injured 59, was
tried and eonvic e on 5 counts 2 of which were c i al off ns
he is serving a li e sentence. See: London Times, p ember , ;

Washington Post, September 23, 1968; Christian Science Monitor,

May 21, 1969; Christian Science Monitor, June 7, 1969.
New York Times, November 2, 1969.
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the overall effect of the house destruction is to force cooperation

from the Arabs in order to protect their homes and shops. Innocent

Arabs may refuse to cooperate with other Arabs out of fear of Israeli

retribution or may give information to the Israelis in order to gain

favor and save their homes. Either way, the Israeli "neighborhood

punishment" policy serves to plaInt the seeds of discord among 
the

Arabs, to gain some cooperation, and to induce an element of fear

and uncertainty into the Arab communities.

There are other repercussions from the "neighborhood punishment"

policy. In some cases, the Arab determination to resist occupation and

to refuse to cooperate with the Israelis is hardened by the destruction

of homes. Bitterness created by the loss of homes may make the Arabs

all the more susceptable to the fedayeen programs and all the 
more

vengeful toward the Israelis. At least one resistance leader, George

Habash of the PFLP, has said that the Israeli poicy serves the 
Arab

resistance cause: "... Israel helps our cause by retaliating, for it

angers the pepple and diIinishes chances for a 
peaceful settlement,

which we cannot accept." It is difficult if not impossible at

this point to determine which side is winning the battle of

"neighborhood punishment": whether, cn balance, the Israelis are

gaining the desired effect of diminishing the Arabs' 
will to resist and

are forcing non-cooperation with the resistance, or whether the

resistance movement is successfully capitalizing on the bitterness to

1Time.June 13, 1969: p. 42.
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gain new adherents in a degree which would tend to 
outweigh the tactical

" success of the Israeli~measures to control the population. In

December 1969, Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan said that there

had been 516 houses destroyed since June 1967 as punishment for

assisting the guerrillas. The Arabs say the number is closer to

750.2

The other form of Israeli response to the guerrillas as well as

to the threat of the Arab regular armies is the large-scale armed

attack. These attacks take any one of three forms: air attacks

.against targets in Arab territory; commando raids into Arab territory;

* or exchanges of fire across cease-fire lines. The exchanges of fire,

small arms, rockets, mortars, tanks, and artillery, are most

prevalent in the Jordan Valley and along the Suez 
Canal. One side

or the other causes an incident - sniper fire, a few rounds of

artillery, a plane venturing too close to the line - and the other

side answers, occasioning a response, and another answer, etc. Quite

often, these cease-fireline exchanges are set off by Israeli pursuit

of guerrillas with the Arab armies providing covering fire 
for an

escape. The exchanges may be of only a few rounds and 
a few minutes'

duration, or they may last for days. Some such incident is initiated

almost da~ily.

The ground and air raids into Arab territory are more complex

in execution, pose a greater danger in setting off another war, and

have far-reaching international ramifications. The Israeli raid

on al-Karamah, Jordan, on March 21, 1968, involved some 5000 men, a

NeJ York Tmes, December 17, 1969; New York Times Magazine, May 17,

1970.
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helicopter assault of 500 troops, two tank columns moving across the

Damiya and Hussein bridges, air strikes, and artillery barrages.

Al-Karamah was the headquarters of several resistance- groups, and a

launching point for attacks against Israeli positions in the Jordan

Valley. The all-day battle resulted in the deaths of 100 men on

each side (according to the other sides' reports), and the loss of

tanks, planes, artillery emplacements, and helicopters; virtually

destroyed the town; and became a symbol for the resistance elements

because they had faced the Israelis in open battle. Each side

claims al-Karamah as a victory. The United Nations Security Council

passed a resolution on March 24, 1968, condemning Israel for the

raid.

Examples of the way the Arab-Israeli conflict can involve

other nations were the attacks at Athens and B irut. On December

26, 1968, an Arab resistance team had attacked an El Al airliner at

the Athens airport. On December 28, 1968, an Israeli helicopter-

commando group attacked 13 commercial airliners at the Beirut airport.

The planes at Beirut were owned in part by Lebanese and American

firms and by French, Kuwaiti, Lebanese, Qatari, and American

government interests. Between the two attacks, seven governments,

several private firms, and the resistance movement were involved, plus

the unknown number of innocent international travelers at the two

airports. The United Nations Security Council condemned the Israelis

for the Beirut raid on December 31, 1968.

....
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Opinions vary within Israel on how best to cope with the

resistance and on the nature of the threat posed by the Arab

guerrillas. There was some controversy when the "neighborhood

punishment" policy was first announced, some suggesting 
that it would

only harden Arab attitudes and others suggesting that 
it would break

the Arab cooperation with the guerrillas. In an interview with

Der Spiegel published ,on February 16, 1970, Foreign Minister Abba

Eban said: "The guerrillas are no military threat for Israel, their

so-called successes are widely exaggerated. The security of Israel

is endangered by the Egyptian Army and t1he Army of Jordan, by tanks

and guns, but not by terrorists." The Foreign Minister went on to

say in regard to the danger of the guerrillas to Israel that they

would have become a threat if Israel had not instituted such

policies as the "neighborhood punishment'" and he added: "But they

can never threaten the existence of Israel, only the security of

individual Israelis." Eban discounted the guerrillas as a political

* force as well. A slightly different viewpoint was expressed by

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan, who sees the guerrillas as a political

entity which the Israelis should recognize. In a radio Jerusalem

interview on May 10, 1970, Dayan said: "I think... this is. a national

terrorist movement.... It is impossible to ignore the fact that it

has elements of a movement...."

Aside from the "neighborhood punishment," the registration and

surveillance of Arabs in the occupied territories, the governmental
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organization of the occupied territories, and the obvious

military measures instituted by the Israeli Defense Force, there is

no "official" Israeli government policy to deal with either the

political entity of Palestine or the military entity of the

resistance. Some Israeli leaders -- Deputy Prime Minister Yigal Ailon

and Defense Minister Moshe Dayan are two prominent examples -- have

advocated an autonomous West Bank state or the "home rule" plan that

would create a political entity for the Arabs under Israeli

authority. Prime Minister Golda Meir, in direct contradiction to

Dayan and Allon, has stated that there is no such thing as a

Palestine state or a Palestinian. Another viewpoint in opposition

to Mrs. Meir was stated by Secretary General of the Israeli Labor

Party Arie Baiav in a recent article where he said that Palestine

should exist as a separate state. But these personal opinions do

not represent an official government policy regardleds of the fact

that they emanate from high sources.

(Israel), Two years of military government: data on the activities
of the civil administration in Judaea and Samaria, the Gaza Strip

and northern Sinai, May 1969. See also: Raphaeli, Nimrod, "Military

government in the occupied territories: an Israeli view", Middle

East Journal: vol. 23, no. 2, spring 1969: 177-190.
2/ Jerusalem Post, April 22, 1969.

"We shall never deny the Palestinians their right to self

determination...." New Middle East, no. 18, March 1970: 8-9.
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While there may be differing opinions on the political nature

of the Palestine resistance movement, there is the generally 
accepted

notion that the guerrillas pose no military 
threat to Israel at the

present, only a nuisance factor. There is no official Israeli policy

formulated to deal with the resistance movement 
other than what is

encompassed in the routine defense of the state and 
the occupied

territories as practiced by the Israeli Defense 
Forces. To the

latter, the guerrillas and the regular Arab 
armies are one and the

same enemy, a military force that must be dealt with 
by military

methods. The absence of a distinction between guerrillas and regular

forces is most evident in the Israeli reprisal policy of 
striking

the source of the raid regardless of the complicity 
of the government

involved. An example is the Israeli commando raid on 
the Beirut

airport in reprisal for the guerrilla 
attack on the EL Al plane in

Athens.

In its present stage of development, the resistance could not

defeat Israel by itself, but the future may 
alter the balance to the

point where the resistance could become 
both a political and military

threat to the state of Israel. However, before that could happen,

Israel would have to lower its defenses against 
the resistance, an

unlikely prospect; in fact, the opposite appears more certain, that

Israel will tighten its controls in the occupied 
territories and in

Israel proper, and introduce even firmer restrictions 
on its Arab

population.
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VI, Conclusion

Prior to 1967, the guerrillas were little more than a nuisance

to Israel and a minor factor in inter-Arab politics. Since 1967, the

Palestine resistance movement has emerged, perhaps not as a major

force, but at least as a force to be reckoned with by both the

Israelis. and the Arabs Barring some unforeseen and improbable

developments, such as the active involvement of one or both of the

super-powers in the Arab-Israeli war, drastic changes in any of the

present Arab governments, modification of the present stalemated

positions of Israel or the Arab states, or another full-scale war,

it would appear as though the Palestine resistance movement will

continue tp ecert more and more influence over events in the Middle

East, and its importance will continue to rise.

The. mpact of the guerrilla war on Israel is difficult to

;measure, but it can be said tat the military effects thus far are

minimal. Psychological effects appear to be growing as more Israelis

are threatened by the guerrillas, and there are signs that Israel is

beginning to become officially aware of the political existence 
of

the resistance movement. If and when Israel actually feels threatened

by the fedayeen, the Israelis will probably introduce more forceful

measures for surveillance and control over its Arab population, and

will launch harsher retaliations against the guerrilla 
bases in the

F
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Arab countries. The Palestine resistance may hold the key to

increasing the intensity of the war by raising the frequency and

effectiveness of their attacks against Israeli installations, and

thereby eliciting Israeli responses.

If the Resistance decides to follow it own counsel and avoid

close cooperation with the Arab governments, it can quite conceivably

force a confrontation with the Arab nations over the nature and the

timing of another war with Israel. A great deal depends on the

"Palestinianization of the Arab World" and the breadth and depth of

the pro-resistance feeling among the Arab peoples, on whether that

feeling c'an be directed toward changing attitudes within the Arab

governments. If, on the other hand, the resistance decides to

cooperate with the Arab governments, there will presumably have to be

a settlement of the very basic problem of whether to negotiate a

settlement with Israel or, alternatively, prepare for an all-out war

aimed at destroying Israel as a Zionist nation.

The other major unanswered question concerning the Palestinian

resistance is the problem of unity. If the numerous resistance

organizations can coordinate their military activities, settle their

political differences, and establish a single set of goals, their

effectiveness both against Israel and within the Arab world will

increase. Several resistance leaders have compared their present

circumstance to conditions in Algeria in the early years of the

« .
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insurrection when there were several groups acting at cross-

purposes. After a single force emerged, the FLN, the war of

attrition against France began in earnest. The Algerian success was

not so much a military victory -- most observers would agree tat

the French had the upper, hand militarily -- as .t was a combination

of the constant military threat ,coupled with an, erosion of 'the

French political resolve and a change in French goals and policy.

Palestinian leaders believe that the same chain of events will prove

successful in Palestine -- that a unified military command maintaining

a constant harassment of Israel will produce . an erosion of the Israeli

will to resist and an alteration in the Israeli political structure

until there is a realization that the Palestinian Federation plan is

the only solution.; .Resistance leaders say they are prepaed to fight

a war of forty years to achieve their goal. ..
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